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FilterApple's MacOS Sierra update is here, and it's not a minor update that only patches the occasional nasty, existential bug. It'll turn your Mac into a quantum computer -- of the magical future kind. But wait, there's more! It's also supporting your Linux laptop and home server -- and it's free. 'Like
Apple TV and iTunes Movies' Apple's MacOS Sierra update is here, and it's not a minor update that only patches the occasional nasty, existential bug. It'll turn your Mac into a quantum computer -- of the magical future kind. But wait, there's more! It's also supporting your Linux laptop and home server
-- and it's free. To understand the update, you first have to understand quantum computing as a whole. Quantum computing is basically a way to be so awesome at certain tasks like searching your email archive that it's not even possible to do without quantum-level processing power. Basically, you
can perform any computation you can do with physics at the scale of the quantum world instead of in the real world. Good old, 8-bit physics. Quantum computers are actually pretty useful, and the quantum world is a lot more fun than the actual. You can basically build a functioning operating system

out of computers. That's the dream. But we're getting a little ahead of ourselves. Right now, quantum computing isn't used for anything useful. Part of that is because the technology is just very, very hard to understand, and very hard to make a useful product out
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